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Abstract. The fifth generation (5G) mobile network will enable the Internet of Things (IoT) to
take a large leap into the age of future computing. As a result of extended connectivity, high speed,
reduced latency services being provided by 5G, IoT has experienced and will continue to undergo
a remarkable transition in every field of daily life. Furthermore, fog computing will revolutionize
the IoT platforms by decentralizing the operations by the cloud and ensuring sustainability with
big data, mobility and reduced processing lag. 5G is ubiquitous, reliable, scalable and economic
in nature. The features will not only globalize IoT in a broader spectrum, but also make common
people interact smartly and efficiently with the environment in real time. In this study, a combined
survey is presented on different IoT applications coupled with cloud platforms. Moreover, the
capabilities of IoT in the influence of 5G are explored as well as how the IoT platform and services
will adopt through 5G are envisaged. Additionally, some open issues triggered by 5G have been
introduced to harness the maximum benefit out of this network. Finally, a platform is proposed to
implement in the telepresence project based on the investigation and findings.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm will cross new boundaries in the coming decade due to the
continous advancement of technology. In simple words, IoT can be defined as the extension of Internet
connection to everyday physical devices enabling smart interactions between other devices and people.
The activities and interactions of such devices, or things, e.g. sensors and other hardware in the IoT
network can be monitored, and controlled remotely and ubiquitously through end devices such as smart
phones or personal computers. Progress in IoT architecture(s) and infrastructure(s) has turned the
concepts of smart homes, smart medical care, smart transportation and vehicles-to-everything (V2X)
communication, smart environment monitoring, smart industries, and smart agriculture into tangible
implementation.

Contemporary IoT platforms provide services that enable the interaction between hardware devices,
software and web services that are part of an IoT system. In specific, these platforms provide the
middleware necessary to successfully connect hardware, negotiate between the communication protocols
of different hardware and software, access the cloud for storage, perform analysis and processing on
IoT data, and also provide services that are aimed at providing privacy and security of communication
between devices. Some platforms, even provide device-specific support and software (e.g. Arm MBED,
RTOS for MCUs) [1]. From a hardware perspective, electronic chips like QCA4020 SoC [2], by Qualcomm
Technology, are interoperable with devices that use different radio technologies; as well as integrate with
other existing software platforms, IoT ecosystems and cloud services. According to IoT Analytics [3],
there are over 450 IoT platforms catering to the changing demands of personal, and commercial usage.

But as the number of users rises, the confined range of current 4G towers incur bandwidth deficiency,
and their accommodation capacity is exceeded. Furthermore, the latency of communication rises to pro-
cess the huge amount of data generated each second by the enormous pool of devices. The 5th generation
network helps to eliminate these limitations. High speed, capacity for larger number of devices without
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bandwidth constraint, and reduced latency are only few of the features to name. The overwhelming
number of IoT platforms often leads to confusion over which platform suits the intended purpose of the
users. Additionally, different platforms offer different services which are essential in specific use-cases.
Hence, this paper attempts to provide a survey on the unique feature set and limitations of some of the
most popular platforms and how they will conform to 5G. Additionally, a platform enabled by 5G is
proposed for future application in telepresence robots.

Lastly, a brief overview of the privacy issues, their theoretical solutions and the apparent disadvan-
tages of 5G have been discussed to draw the conclusion.

2 The Paradigm and Vision

An Internet of Things represents the concept of bridging the physical world with the virtual world
- interconnecting everyday physical objects and allowing them to access Internet services [4]. It is a
concept that was initially put forth by Mark Weiser in the early 1990’s [5]. Since then, we have seen
the advancement of smart devices, network technologies, and a growing push from industry to turn the
concept of IoT into a reality. But, although close to three decades have passed since this concept was
formally discussed, we are still faced with technical and social questions over the Internet of Things. One
prominent technical question relates to the constraints of achieving scalable and secure communication
between such devices - through existing infrastructures and communication protocols. Nonetheless, this
has not stopped the growth in the number of commercially-available smart devices such as thermostats,
light bulbs, nor deter the drive towards the concepts of smart buildings and smart cities [6,7,8,9].

In parallel, we have seen the rapid development and adoption of new mobile technology which has
brought the need for telecommunication networks to support the ever growing number of mobile devices
and their continuous demand for data at faster speeds. It is a problem of scalability and throughput
which cannot be adequately handled by existing 4G/LTE networks. 5G networks come as a solution to
such need. In all, made possible through a combination of new technologies. Five of the most prominent
technologies are: (1) Millimeter Waves [10,11], (2) Small Cell Networks [12,13], multi-antenna technolo-
gies such as (3) Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) [14] and (4) Beamforming [14], and (5) Full
Duplex [15,16]. 5G is set to be the foundation for many other emerging technologies, from virtual reality,
to autonomous driving, mission critical application.

In all, the introduction of 5G network technology and the convergence of the IoT paradigm with
new network paradigms such as fog computing will bring an unprecedented technology revolution to our
world.

3 Real Time Data Utilization Challenges by IoT

IoT devices are gradually entering into different aspects of human life. Personal health monitors as smart-
watches [17,18,19], automated interconnected home appliances, deep-learning driven IoT transformations
in medical diagnosis, efficient shopping, defect detection in industries [20] are some of the applications
of Iot to name.

According to Yasumoto et al. [21], wireless sensor networks [20] yield multiple IoT data streams
that are processed by appropriate software applications. For transmission of IoT data streams various
network protocols are used for instance Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [22], Constraint
Application Protocol (CoAP) [23], Web Socket [24], IPv6 over Low Power Wireless Personal Area Net-
works (IPv6LoWPAN) [25], MINA [26] etc. Such protocols often give rise to edge-heavy computing
which needs extension to Fog computing [76] to relieve the pressure of processing and storage near the
node devices. The next step is data stream processing. On the basis of [27], the processing is articulated
as FIFO queues that respond to data streams and operators i.e. data stream processors handle multiple
inputs to and outputs from the FIFO. Different IoT platforms, often supported by machine learning
strategies, exist for high-speed real-time processing of vast amounts of temporal data such as IBM In-
fosphere Stream [28], Amazon AWS IoT, Apache Storm[45] and Spark [30], Microsoft StreamInsight
etc.
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However, by reference of [21] IoT performance is yet lagging in the fields of heterogeneous data
processing, availability of ample IoT platforms with dynamic allocation of resources and granularity
customization to mitigate the bandwidth constraint, ability of most platforms to provide automated
curation matching and understanding the human version of curation and privacy protection policies
applicable for various forms of data. Owing to the problems, the following use-cases cannot be sufficed by
current IoT platforms successfully: Firstly, participatory live street view for tourist direction and security
services through user, vehicular and street cameras cannot be implemented because cloud resources and
network bandwidth are drained out by the incessant upload and downloads of video to the cloud. A new
framework allowing parallel flow of multiple data streams to cloud and among stakeholders is necessary
instead of convergence. Secondly, ultra-realistic live sports broadcasts through user generated contents
is a challenge yet to be resoled due to lack of intelligent and valuable curation of meaningful data from
data streams. Thirdly, real-time pedestrian flow tracking in cities for obstruction less vehicular shifting
and emergency evacuation is particularly difficult. Not only the latency behind uploading information
and processing at the cloud changes the flow of crowd but also the distribution of information to places
beyond the location of generation becomes unscalable. Last but not the least, in the monitoring system of
the senior citizens, privacy and anomaly detection is of superior concern. Althogh the activity recognition
system by Ueda et al. [31] detects 11 activities with 90% accuracy, the offline learning strategy without
the balance of near the edge processing and cloud storage, makes it less effective. Hence 5G should
enable the IoT platforms to abstain from the limitations to enhance performance.

4 Machine Type Communications Structure Redesign

Conduloci et al. [32] emphasized on the machine-type multicast service (MtMS) to reconciliate the end-
to-end reliability, latency and energy consumption in the up-downlinks. In case of real time applications
for instance, smart city, traffic and pollution sensors collect huge amount of data every second. The
highly spatial information is later big data processed which in turn leads to highly reliable and fast
decisions like changing traffic lights. For such real-time events, connectivity technologies that provide
service level agreements (SLAs), i.e., cellular 3GPP technologies [33] such as Long Term Evolution (LTE)
[34] and beyond 5G [35] systems are necessary.

The end-to-end delay in MTC environments is caused by uplink(UL), core network and down-
link(DL). The UL is utilized to transfer data to remote servers. While the network is in idle state,
the data is transmitted through random access (RA) procedure. If two devices send the same preface
in the same RA slot, collisions occur. Such collisions and induced delays can be circumvented by access
class barring (ACB) [36] and extended access barring (EAB) [37] which introduce backoff mechanism.
Although the short access delays to high-priority devices may decline, higher delays incur to other de-
vices. The delays could be reduced through the addition of more preambles rather than only one in the
RA as it would abstain from RA reattempts [38].

Management of control and data traffic causes delays in the core network. Although the delay in core
network is relatively small, the core network adds delays in the end-to-end communication in the UL and
DL directions. Scheduler, frame size, retransmission delay and waiting time for the next transmission
frame, round-trip delay in the LTE network act as agents to increment the time by 10-20 ms. The
additional delay by the core network in this is as minimal as 1 ms [39]. Activation of UE for UL transfer
with or without minimal intervention [40], softwarization, and virtualization in the mobile core of 5G
system architecture [41,42,43,44] have shown promising performance in reducing overhead and delay,
but these approaches need further examination.

In the DL direction of mobile communication, paging procedure [45] is used to alert the MTC devices
before data traffic gets delivered. But the capacity of 3GPP to accommodate devices is insufficient. Only
16 devices can receive the page while receiving data. Aiding the problem, there is provision of only two
paging occasion in a radio frame of 10ms. High overhead occurs due to large number of control messages
when the number of devices receiving page rises. In order to ameliorate the problem, group paging has
been introduced to page a group of devices holding a unique group identity (GID) [37,46]. But the group
paging technique has only been tested coupling it with the legacy 3GPP RA procedure, which in fact,
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cannot process concurrent multiple entries and in turn increases the collision probability. The back-off
methodology for ACB/EAB approaches in UL can be modified and used for DL[36,47,48]. However, as
in one way the back-off values reduce the chances of collision, in the other way, the delay increases.

The concept of group-oriented services led to the Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS)
[49] which can endorse group of devices simultaneously for instance mobile TV, video streaming, mul-
timedia content download over mobile networks [50]. The bigger picture is particularly helpful for 5G
Architecture to realize the idea of a smart world i.e. smart cities, smart homes, industrial plants, intel-
ligent transportation systems, etc. [51] There are two aspects to be considered to successfully direct the
MTC traffic. Firstly, the standard of MBMS is session-oriented. The network provider is responsible for
managing a particular MBMS session in precise areas among definite group of devices under a specific
client of its own network. Secondly, MBMS is a human-oriented standard. For the formation of multi-
cast groups, human interaction and response is necessary while processing the publication of the MBMS
session and joining requests for the session. Additionally, the control traffic has to be redesigned in order
to cut the delay of MTC traffic (few bytes) incorporated with the control traffic in the MBMS session.

The design of machine-type multicast service (MtMS) centers the service capability server (SCS)
because it handles all the data transmission with MTC device and provides the client with the access to
control devices in the group. This decision is particularly advantageous not only in resource utilization in
the network but also in reducing delay, overhead and energy consumption in MTC devices. MtMS serving
center (MtMS-SC) launches the MtMS session with the list of devices and multicast content at the MtMS
gateway (MtMS-GW). The joining request is activated through the the mobility management entity
(MME) that provides the MtMS coordination entity (MtMS-CE) with the tracking area information of
the devices that will receive page with the help of M3 interface. After completion of the joining request,
the MtMS-GW finishes the data transfer through the M1 interface. Finally, the values associated with
power, modulation and coding scheme are sent to the involved cells through the M2 interface by the
MtMS-CE.

The group-paging and code-expanded RA help the idle state to be aware of MtMS traffic in the joining
phase. But the utilization of small channel bandwidth aids to the delay and energy consumption as there
is limited resource and time allotment in the radio interface. Enhanced group paging is suggested with
subgroups of MtMS group to reap the benefits of lower overhead from the group paging. Furthermore,
the time interval between two paging message in an RA frame needs to be fixed carefully to keep the
overhead delay minimum in 3GPP. Most importantly, 5G will bridge the small bandwidth problem
offering a higher frequency range. So MtMS group-paging will hopefully reap the highest profits from
the 5G system architecture. The number of paging requests, total delay for paging, average delay for
data delivery and data transmission for standard 3GPP paging (SP), group paging (GP) and enhanced
group paging (eGP) are considered as the performance metrics here. According to Conduloci et al. [32],
firstly, eGP reduces the number of paging requests by 56% than SP for 500 devices (32 requests for SP)
and further for larger amount of devices. Secondly, in the total delay for paging, the performance of
Standard RA (S-RA) and Code expanded RA (CE-RA) are considered. The limiting aspect of S-RA for
all is exhibited in providing multicast service to large number of devices. On the other hand, if broader
bandwidths are available for instance, under 5G service GP/CE-RA and Egp/CE-RA will face reduced
delays. Thirdly, in case of eGP/CE-RA the average delay in delivery does not escalate with the increase
in number of devices and hence proposes the lowest delay, overhead, and energy consumption. Lastly, as
more resources are required for data delivery at DL, full coverage is ensured in multicast services until
resources for delivery is equivalent to a threshold (25 in reference).

There are some open issues in reduction of data transmission delay that require further focus in future.
Firstly, the delay caused in joining procedure to connect the mobile core can be eliminated by migrating
the device information to the home-evolved NodeBs gateway through softwarization and virtualization
[41,42,43]. Secondly, an edge-cloud can reduce the end-to-end delay by authorizing the activation of
MtMS directly in the edge-cloud. Thirdly, the DL can reduce delay and overhead by analyzing data
regarding traffic, network load etc. from the UL. Fourthly, in small channel bandwidth, the appropriate
number of UEs to be paged in MtMS should also be figured to reduce the delays. Fifthly, the joining
mechanism by a DRX Cycle [17] should be investigated so that all the members of a subgroup in the
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same DRX Cycle could be paged together. The harmony of UL and DL traffic should be ensured by
managing traffic priority. Lastly, parameters like residual battery charge in MTC devices should be taken
into account for allocating resources and reduce energy consumption.

5 5G Communication Networks

5.1 Overview

According to the study of Lifeware and Niu et. al [52,10], the 5th generation network utilizes the unique
features of the high frequency radio spectrum (in the 30GHz-300GHz range) called millimeter waves.
Consequently, in 5G communication data transmission will take place at high speed to an enormous
extent. Moreover, existing cellular data sparsely occupy the 5G signals. This will enable the signals
to be used on account of increasing bandwidth demands in the future. The assistance of small cell to
concentrate the network in a smaller range of area and enhance the performance of 5G transmission [12].
Furthermore, massive mulitple-input-multiple-output service (mMIMO) will also improve the spectral
efficiency through vast increment of antennas and sustain uninterrupted signal reception [12,16]. Large
number of antennas in return will attribute in large beamforming returns. The gain will subsidize the
collapse of intercell and inter-stream interference and heighten spectral efficiency.

The 4G towers disperse data in an omnidirectional manner. This phenomenon wastes energy and
power in beaming the radio waves at locations where internet access is not required. The 5G towers
restrict this occurrence by line-of-sight communications.

5G can accommodate over 1,000 more devices per meter than what was possible by 4G. As 5G signals
form shorter wavelengths, the size of antennas has shrunken withholding the precise directional control.
Hence, the same base station will now be capable of supporting more antennas and conclusively, way
more devices. Moreover, the nearly doubled channel capacity will enable full duplex technology [15,16].
It contributes in strengthening 5G and contributing to high spectral efficiency.

The end to end latency will be reduced to almost 1ms in 5G from the around 60ms latency in
4G. According to EDN Network [53], the 4G LTE cannot bridge this huge gap of latency for three
reasons. Firstly, the minimum size for a radio transport block constitutes a sub frame of 1ms length.
This 1 ms duration is entirely spent in the transmission of the block through air interface, without
considering processing time at devices and network induced transmission latency. On the contrary, 5G
applies a scalable version of orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing with varied numerologies. A 1
ms duration can be accommodated by six different slot configurations of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 slots.
Hence, if 32 slot configuration is chosen, the minimum size of a radio transport block can be reduced
to 0.03125 ms. Secondly, the latency reduction in 4G LTE is obstructed due to the allocation delay of
resources between device and base station. The semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) is a unique feature
in LTE for periodic data transmissions e.g. voice over IP (VoIP) services. When a device intends to
make a data transaction, a resource grant procedure is generated and sent. The time gap between a
resource scheduling request and sending data packets is at least 8 ms. However, the request scheduling
could be excluded if a mobile handset can utilize the periodic resources while a base station allocates
SPS resources. The device can start transferring data through the preconfigured periodic resource after
receiving the data. Thirdly, the LTE SPS setup solely supports a single device. In the event of conditional
use of periodic resources e. g. while providing a collision warning by the device, the periodic resources
dedicated to the device are wasted as they remain unused during the other timelines. In order to alleviate
the aforementioned problems, 5G adopts a special routine based on the LTE SPS service, to share the
periodic resources among multiple devise known as a configured grant. The configured grant allocation
removes the packet transmission delay incurred due to scheduling request and hence the utilization ratio
of allocated periodic resources escalates. As the base station allots multiple users the configured grant,
the users or devices randomly avail the resources when they are ready for data transmission.

The benefits of using 5G will touch every sphere of life with a vast impact. 5G can access the currently
unreachable places like deep underground, remote, far-away locations. Sensors can be placed there and in
times of calamity people can be alarmed. Smart cars, and health monitors will be capable to respond from
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remote locations to any abnormal situation and alert the user to take necessary decisions with minimum
latency [54]. Furthermore, in China, a surgeon performed surgery on an animal by telepresence through
5G network [55]. Most of the concepts that seemed hypothetical and experimental before, will enter into
the common world of human lives with the arrival of 5G.

5.2 Challenges and Concerns

Architectural Compromise of 5G and Restoration In 5G a successful connection between the
antenna and the end device, is initiated by a clear, line-of-sight propagation is required which complicates
the network architecture [10,52]. Beam training is required for transmitting data along the direction of
sender and receiver. Moreover, as mmWaves have smaller cells, many of them do not cover great distances
as they get absorbed by humidity, rain and blocked by mobile humans even, degrading the network
performance. Nonetheless, as 5G uses millimeter waves, the range of data distribution shrinks to almost
less than 2% of the range of 4G [68]. Hence, mass installation of 5G towers needs to be implemented in
order to ensure reliable transmission of data. Among the other factors, small cell induces self interference
and in mMIMO, more antennas produce orthogonal pilot overhead. The overhead exhausts the radio
resources. Several approaches to alleviate self interference and architectural framework designs for small
cells and MIMO have been proposed in [12,13,14,15,16] to complement 5G.

Impact on Health 5G uses millimeter waves for data transmission and radiofrequency radiation (RF)
is generated as a by product of the use of the wireless technology in phones, wearables and computers.
We provide a summary of different views and opinions by scientists and environmentalists in order to
articulate how exposure to RF can affect human health. Scientists presume that 5G will cause health
issues like abnormal cell division and cell destruction. According to the study [56], RF radiation is
carcinogenic [57] and induces tumors [60], cancer [58,59], disrupts gene expressions [61], motor skills,
memory and attention [62], interacts with sweat glands [63,64] etc. NYU WIRELESS [65] propose the first
temperature-based utilizing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based systems to measure the thermal
change. However, the investigation of Guraliuc et. al and Koyama et. al [66,67] perceives an appropriate
human body model for dosimetric analysis in 60 GHz band and confirms no significant statistical change
in the Human corneal epithelial and human lens epithelial cells in prolonged exposure to RF radiation.

Privacy concerns Due to the design of 5G networks, various privacy and security breach issues arise
[54]. Firstly, the access point selection theorems at the physical level of 5G, pose a threat towards user
location leakage. Violation of location privacy can bring forth semantic information attacks, timing
attacks, and boundary attacks. Secondly, International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) from user
equipment can expose the identity of the subscriber. Tracking of Thirdly, 5G integrates various actors
for instance, virtual mobile network operators (VMNOs), communication service providers (CSPs), and
network infrastructure providers. Each actor has different preference for security and the synchronization
among them can be daunting. Fourthly, in 5G, dependence on the new actors e.g. CSP, VMNO etc.
leads to sharing the same infrastructure among the actors and security compromise. Hence, the 5G
operators will lose governance on the data security and user identity. Fifthly, 5G will liberate the physical
boundaries from cloud storage. There will be no guarantee of location of data storage. As different
countries enact different privacy policies, data privacy might be violated being stored in the cloud of
another country.

Security Countermeasures The 5G architecture requires superior authentication and reliability levels
in order to protect the users from security breach. Firstly, according to Norman et. al [69], IMSI can be
secured by the establishment of a pseudonym locally from the user equipment and the home network.
The scenario also ensures recovery from lock-out in case a stakeholder has lost the pseudonym.

Lastly, the government should enact the privacy policies according to the need of the country with
the collaboration from multinational organizations for instance, the United Nations (UN) and European
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Union (EU) [70]. Additionally, industry as well as consumer-level regulations require to be ensured, so
that groups and individuals can design and enjoy appropriate and necessary levels of privacy and security
[70].

6 On Fog Computing

As the network of ubiquitous IoT devices grows and as new smart applications are developed, questions
beyond scalable communication between devices and connectivity are brought forth. In particular, we
must consider that as the number of devices increases, the network is inundated with huge amount of
pragmatic data [71].

The data load is burdensome for traditional storage systems and analytic applications. Hence, the
introduction of cloud computing served as a solution that offers scalable processing capacity and on
demand storage. However, cloud-only IoT architectures have extensive infrastructure and connectivity
limitations. In particular, the process of sending and requesting all the data from the cloud, for either
storage or compute, is inadequate for emergency situations. For critical highly-responsive applications,
low latency and high throughput of data is a requirement, and a high reliance on the cloud represent a
risk. In addition, the scalability will be reduced and network bandwidth faces saturation.

A relative recently proposed solution has been to selectively move computation, storage and control
closer to the network edge where data is produced by introducing a system-level architecture. Although,
no formal definition has been accepted by the community we can think of the latter as Fog Computing
[72]. Fog computing offers a balance between cloud and edge computing - accessing the cloud to eliminate
resource contention and utilizing the geographically distributed edge devices when needed. It promotes
and balances the programming, communication, analytics, and storage among data centers and end
devices. To ensure low latency, it accommodates user mobility, heterogeneous resources and interfaces,
and distributed data processing.

According to Bonomi et al. [73] Fog computing is necessary in different fields for instance:

– In cloud service, the implementation details are omitted which is often deemed valuable to reduce
latency. However, premium latency applications like gaming, live streaming in virtual/augmented
reality, video conferencing etc. require the liberty of accessing the accurate information of where
processing or storage occurs if they require.

– Distributed application in different geographical locations as pipeline auditing, environmental change
monitor etc.

– Mobile appliances with high speeds as smart cars, connected rails etc.
– Large-scale parallel control systems as smart grid, smart traffic light system etc.

Peng et al. [74] propose a fog computing based radio access network(F-RAN) in 5G network that will
relieve the pressure on fronthaul and baseband unit pool and its fast and budget efficient scaling helps
F-RAN adjust with the dynamic traffic and radio environment. Tran et al. [75] improves the performance
of F-RAN in 5G by formulating a framework that homogenizes the heterogeneous resources at the edge
collaborating Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) servers and mobile devices. The advantages of incorporat-
ing MEC with Fog computing are demonstrated in the fields of mobile-edge orchestration, collaborative
caching and processing, and multi-layer interference cancellation. However, edge caching (already solved
and improved by MEC), software-defined networking (SDN), network function virtualization (NFV)
[74,76], resource management, interoperability, service discovery, mobility support, fairness, security are
some of the open-ended fields for 5G in future studies.

Overall, 5G can be seen as an enabler of fog computing, providing ultra-low latency and high band-
width to communicate and process data anywhere at the edge of the network. A Fog Computing archi-
tecture, in turn, aims provides IoT systems with a smarter and efficient way to interact with compute
and storage resources. Furthermore, it can be seen as not just suitable due to technology requirements
but also due to business requirements that demand regulatory control over resources. As noted by [77],
the use of a fog nodes and cloud resources can depend on the domain specific scenario and application.
This benefit can be noted when we consider the application of fog computing to enable data processing,
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e.g AI, closer to data sources such as remote sensors in a smart city. Fog computing could not only reduce
the turnaround time of processing data and reduce network costs, which can be heighten in a cloud-based
architecture, but also assist in the management of data and devices within a specific jurisdiction.

Currently, the OpenFog Consortium has developed a reference architecture that has been adopted
as an official standard by IEEE [77]. This reference, known as IEEE 1934, defines eight core technical
pillars: security, scalability, openness, autonomy, RAS (reliability, availability and serviceability), agility,
hierarchy and programmability.

7 Enterprise IoT Platforms

Corno et al. [78] have analyzed the services and performances of the current significant IoT platforms
based on eight distinguished features- data storage, devices SDK, mobile SDK, push notifications, Rest
APIs, supported protocols, virtual devices, and analytics. The comparison also provides an overview of
what services the IoT platforms can deliver and their applications.

Xively, now empowered by google, employs a unique IoT platform as a service [79]. It provides
template application for mobile phones [78]. The platform does not provide data storage at its end and
the push notication for generating alerts is minimum [78]. Xively uses the MQTT, HTTP protocols and
MQTT provides the virtual support for device twin [78].

Bosch and Arrayent IoT platforms provide limited functionality [78]. Bosch lacks the data storage, and
Mobile SDK support. On the other hand, Arrayent IoT cloud services do not support virtual devices,
hardware SDK and storage of data at the platform. For Bosch IoT suite, HTTP, MQTT, LWM2M,
mPRM network protocols are followed; IoT remote manager handles the hardware SDK; Java client or
HTTP API Manager integrate with software applications; IoT developer console performs data analysis;
push notifications are generated for remote events [78]. Arrayent abides by HTTPS, and web sockets
as protocol; is accessed by mobile phones through iOS and android; its REST API follows EcoAdaptor
framework; covers data analytics service; generates realtime alerts [78].

AWS IoT Core, Google Cloud IoT, IBM Watson IoT, Microsoft Azure IoT, Oracle IoT Cloud Service,
and SAP IoT platforms offers different generic cloud services along with IoT ecosystem [78]. The push
notification is mostly generated by MQTT subscription [78]. They offer mostly the same set of sevices
[78].

Google Cloud IoT platform follows the MQTT, and HTTP protocols [78]. It accommodates both
hardware and mobile SDK with the REST support from Google Cloud IoT API. Cloud Pub/Sub (7
days) implement the device twins [78]. Google has its own cloud and Data Studio for big data analysis
[78]. Lastly, Cloud Pub/Sub generates push notifications [78].

SAP IoT platform does not follow specific protocols [78]. It provides hardware support, Mobile SDK
is enterprised by cloud platform and iOS extended by REST API and storage at the platform [78]. It
uses the Apple Push Notification services for alerts and messages [78]. SAP utilizes the Thing Registry
for virtual device [78].

General Electrics has a more focused set of functions [78]. It follows the MQTT, HTTP protocol [78]
for network. For Hardware and Mobile SDK support, there is provision for hybrid Predix Machine [78].
The REST API is bolstered by the asset services [78]. Mobile gateway acts as the device twin and data
is stored at Blobstore [78]. However, data analysis and push notification services are missing [78].

IBM Watson IoT follows the same MQTT and HTTP as the General Electrics and the Google
Cloud IoT platform [78]. Data analysis is performed by MQTT Watson IoT and data is stored at the
Bluemix storage [78]. Push Notification is developed by Bluemix Push Notifications [78]. It supports
Edge analytics SDK in Hardware respect and Android applications for mobile. Virtual devices are
implemented through MQTT [78].

The thinger.io IoT platform abides by the HTTPs protocol [78] and as hardware SDK, can access
Arduino, Sigfox or Linux SDK and Android applications alongwith Server API for mobile [78]. It can
access device twin virtually [78] and contains data bucket [78]. Data analytics is performed by cloud
console [78] and has no push-notification service [78].
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Micosoft Azure IoT pursues AMQP along with the popular MQTT and HTTPS [78]. The device
provisioning strategy is implied at the hardware sector and both Android and iOS applications are
supported [78]. Besides, data analysis, it also stores data at the Azure storage [78]. It uses IoT edge to
develop device twin and alerts the cloud through Notification hub [78].

Oracle IoT Cloud Service supports device twinning [78], stores data at the platform and allows
notification to the cloud [78]. It follows MQTT and HTTPs as protocols [78]. It constitutes Endpoint
management to handle hardware and uses Java and iOS to access mobile phones [78].

AWS IoT core anticipated as one of the pioneering data clouds and IoT platform, is highly conducive
for developing industries [85,86]. It follows HTTP, MQTT and web-socket for network protocols. It can
access both android and iOS applications and connects hardware via AWS Greengrass [78]. The data is
stored in S3 and analysed at AWS Console. For any event, notifications are sent to the cloud through
Amazon SNS.

Last but not the least, for fast and reactive smart applications, the reputation of Cisco is rising day by
day [84,81]. It is the only platform that supports Fog computing till date [84]. It supports independent
hardware vendors [81] and can allow access to iOS applications through programmable APIs [82]. It
utilizes gateway to reinforce virtual device [83]. Besides, data storage and analysis operations, Cisco IoT
platform sends notification to cloud on instance of an event [81,84,82].

8 Implication of 5G on IoT Platforms

In the following table we investigate and compare the aforementioned IoT Platforms on the basis of
their fundamental features and a 5G component- Fog Computing.

Table 1. Relative Study of the Features of Popular IoT Platforms
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From Table:1, the lack of implementation of Fog computing in all the platforms except Cisco is
easily distinguishable. Currently, Microsoft Azure, and AWS IoT are the most popular platforms for
cutting edge innovative applications in industries [85,86]. But in the event of highly responsive systems
making decisions within seconds, Fog computing takes the lead and is clearly the merger of 4G and 5G.
Let us consider smart transportation systems. Commercial Jet Planes generate 10 TB of data per 30
minutes [84]. If the data were stored in cloud, analyzed and necessary data had to be retrieved, the
whole process could occupy a time span of minutes to days. When response is time sensitive (less than
a second) and mass data is collected at the edge, Fog computing is the best solution to secure and
maintain communication effectively. Hence, Cisco IoT platform is largely accepted to implement smart
cities and smart vehicular transportation systems due to its sensitive reactivity and conformity with 5G
communication [81,84].

9 Discussion

The Internet of Things will demand a computing architecture that is more decentralized than current
computing and data storage models.

Among different platforms, Cisco is the pioneer in integrating Fog computing into its feature set.
Fog computing balances the computational procedures and storage among the edge and cloud. It is
an instinctive characteristic of 5G which will diminish the latency and result in fast communication. In
sensitive and reactive systems for instance, commercial jet planes [84] about 10TB data gets transmitted
every half an hour. Propagating to and from cloud the cloud disrupts the fast decision-making and
increases latency. Hence smart cars and other intelligent vehicles are using Fog computing. The purpose
of the survey is to use a suitable IoT platform for a remotely controlled telepresence robots. The robots
will access disastrous environment, rescue the victims and react to critical situations. We shall build and
test our robots implementing Cisco IoT platform to fulfill our requirements and be responsive to the
surroundings being remotely controlled.

When looking into the future trends of compute services, we must look into Amazon Web Services,
Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure and Cisco’s Cloud Service. Inherently, these 4 tech giants are also leading
the pack in IoT services. From a business perspective, the increasing demands for storage and compute
from these devices presents a profitable opportunity. Nonetheless, these tech giants must also transform
their technology and business models as the Internet of Things begins to demand for a more decentralized
infrastructure that provides higher quality of service. As discussed, fog computing is one technology trend
that promises to significantly reduce the amount of processing power required from the cloud and shift
it to the edge of the network.

As the leader in cloud computing [87,88], as of this writing, Amazon’s IoT services offer far greater
number of developer tools and cloud computing features than its rivals, and has a dedicated IoT edge
computing service called AWS IoT Edge [89,90]. With the AWS IoT platform, devices can communicate
with application running in AWS instances like Lambda, and use communication protocol like HTTP,
MQTT or WebSockets. As part of their IoT Platform, Amazon offers IoT Greengrass [90,91], which
extends AWS to edge devices allowing them to act locally on the data they generate, while still using the
cloud for management, analytics, and persistent storage. This, in essence, means that devices connected
to Greengrass can respond quickly to local events, interact with local resources and connect to the
cloud when needed, e.g. for backing up storage, or extended analytics. Other services include AWS IoT
Core which enables simple and secure interaction between devices [92]. Additionally, Amazon provides
Amazon FreeRTOS - a microcontroller operating system for low-power edge devices that allows for
seamless integration with other Amazon IoT services such as IoT Core and Greengrass.

Similar to Amazon, Google has it’s own IoT platform - Google Cloud IoT Platform [93,94,95,96].
Google Cloud IoT Core serves as the backbone to Google’s IoT service offerings, allowing developer
to securely connect, manage and process data from millions of globally connected devices. Similar to
Amazon’s Lambda Functions, Cloud IoT Core run’s on Google’s serverless infrastructure, providing an
infrastructure that scales and responds to real-tie events. Currently, Cloud IoT Core only support MQTT
and HTTP. Similar to Greengrass, Google’s Cloud IoT Edge service allows edge devices to respond to
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real-time events and make decisions without continuously communicating to the cloud. The latter two
IoT services can be connected to other Google Cloud services such as Cloud Pub/Sub or Firebase.

A key differentiator for Microsoft Azure IoT service’s is its Azure IoT Protocol Gateway which adapts
incoming and outgoing traffic to comply to a particular devices communication protocol (e.g. AMPQ,
MQTT and HTTP).

The target of the analysis of different platforms further empowered by 5G is to implement one of
them in building a telepresence robots. Based on sensitive response, power efficiency, data management,
and access to Fog computing, Cisco has been proposed to assuage the purpose [80,81,82,83,84]. As
mentioned earlier, only Cisco enacted Fog computing into their platform. Fog computing authorizes a
balance in the data storage, assembly, analysis and interpretation between the edge and cloud. The
intelligent data processing technique offered by Fog computing will support the telepresence robots to
react spontaneously and make decisions to handle dangerous situations swiftly. Moreover, the speed and
management of huge volumes of data by 5G network will contribute further to realize the goal of a
realtime autonomous as well as instinctive robot adept to dealing with emergencies.

10 Conclusion

The Internet of Things represents the vision of an interconnected world of devices and humans. The
development of fifth-generation communication networks brings us a step closer to such vision by enabling
faster and more reliable connectivity. In parallel, it further enables other technological advancement that
are necessary to bring forth an interconnected world. It further emancipates the Internet of Things to be
preached at the broadened spheres of technological worlds. The scrutinizing of various platforms, provides
with an insight of their features and capabilities for different goals. Therefore, Cisco aims at fulfilling
the motivation of an environment sensitive and fast-reacting telepresence robots for emergencies. The
analytical survey shall provide researchers to gather knowledge on distinct platforms and aid in realizing
their projects using the appropriate.
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